
VaporBoot G Installation Instructions

Peel o� only one of the two paper release liners and apply tacky side of folded tape to the 
base of pipe penetration, keeping tape folded in lengthwise position.  Once tape has 
been wrapped completely around pipe, carefully overlap ends at least 1/2” to 1” by 
tucking end into starting position to make a continuous seal (the very end of outside 
release liner will need to be peeled back about 1 1/2” to make this overlap).

Trace or measure the pipe size onto VaporBoot G material. Cut a hole approximately 1/2” 
smaller than outside diameter of pipe.  Make several 1/4” long cuts from inside of hole in 
four to eight places depending upon size of pipe.  This will allow pipe to �t tightly in the 
hole and VaporBoot G to stretch around the pipe.

Force VaporBoot G over pipe leaving the tightly stretched cut area taut around bottom of 
pipe with approximately a 1/2” of the VaporBoot G material running vertically up the 
pipe.  (No more than a 1/2” of stretched material is recommended to allow tape to 
adhere directly to pipe.)

Take VaporBoot tape (supplied in VaporBoot G System package) and cut to length by 
measuring around pipe allowing approximately 1” extra for overlap sealing. Fold 
VaporBoot tape in half lengthwise forming a crease.

Finish VaporBoot G installation by taping exterior edge of the boot down onto  
VaporBlock®G™ vapor retarder with Raven VaporBond seaming tape (sold separately) or 
an approved equal.

Leaving VaporBoot tape in folded position, remove entire outside release liner. Place 
�ngers on inside of folded tape and slowly start working tape outward avoiding any folds 
or wrinkles in tape. Once VaporBoot tape is completely applied, press around entire 
section to verify seal.
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Part Number: VBOOTGOS  •  Package Contents: 25 Each VaporBoot-G 18” x 18” & 1 Roll VaporBoot Tape 2” x 16.4’


